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Edited by one of Canada's foremost media law scholars, this project of CAEJC assesses the
state of freedom of expression in the Commonwealth through contributions by legal scholars,
jurists, and journalists. Essays provide an overview of the meaning of freedom of expression
from theoretical, historical, and sociological perspectives.
Jan Oster develops a coherent theoretical and doctrinal framework for the scope, content and
limitations of media freedom.
In the second edition of Regional Protection of Human Rights, Dinah Shelton examines the
development of regional organizations and the role that human rights plays in them.
The Oxford Handbook of International Human Rights Law provides a comprehensive and
original overview of one of the fundamental topics within international law. It contains
substantial new essays by more than forty leading experts in the field, giving students,
scholars, and practitioners a complete overview of the issues that inform research, as well as a
'map' of the debates that animate the field. Each chapter features a critical and up-to-date
analysis of the current state of debate and discussion, assessing recent work and advancing
the understanding of all aspects of this developing area of international law. The Handbook
consists of 39 chapters, divided into seven parts. Parts I and II explore the foundational
theories and the historical antecedents of human rights law from a diverse set of disciplines,
including the philosophical, religious, biological, and psychological origins of moral
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development and altruism, and sociological findings about cooperation and conflict. Part III
focuses on the law-making process and categories of rights. Parts IV and V examine the
normative and institutional evolution of human rights, and discuss this impact on various
doctrines of general international law. The final two parts are more speculative, examining
whether there is an advantage to considering major social problems from a human rights
perspective and, if so, how that might be done: Part VI analyses current problems that are
being addressed by governments, both domestically and through international organizations,
and issues that have been placed on the human rights agenda of the United Nations, such as
state responsibility for human rights violations and economic sanctions to enforce human
rights; Part VII then evaluates the impact of international human rights law over the past six
decades from a variety of perspectives. The Handbook is an invaluable resource for scholars,
students, and practitioners of international human rights law. It provides the reader with new
perspectives on international human rights law that are both multidisciplinary and
geographically and culturally diverse.
Levensbeschrijving van Michael Manley, oud premier van Jamaica, die van 1924 tot 1997
geleefd heeft en die voor een ware transformatie voor Jamaica zorgde gedurende de jaren
1972-1992.
The responses of governments and international institutions to terrorism raise some of the
most controversial issues of the twenty-first century. In particular, attempts to balance the
desire to achieve security with the safeguarding of human rights and other aspects of the rule
of law have proved to be highly contentious. This book is unique, not only in terms of its
multinational, multidisciplinary nature, but also due to its truly comprehensive approach. It
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reviews, and examines, the interrelationship between the four principal elements of the
international rule of law framework (international human rights, humanitarian, criminal, and
refugee/asylum law) within in which counter-terrorism responses should occur. It focuses
primarily on some of the most pressing, emerging, and/or under-researched issues and
tensions. These include policy choices associated with meeting security imperatives; the
tensions between the criminal justice, or preventive, approach to counter-terrorism and the
military approach; the identification of lacunae within existing legal frameworks; and tensions
between executive, judicial, and legislative responses. These matters are examined at the
national, regional, and international levels. The book addresses a wide spectrum of issues,
including analysis of key legal principles; emergency and executive measures; radicalization;
governmental and institutional impunity; classification, administration and treatment of
battlefield detainees; the use of lethal force ; forms of, and treatment in, detention;nonrefoulement; diplomatic assurances; interrogation versus torture; extraordinary rendition;
discrimination; justice and reparations for victims of terrorist attacks and security responses;
(mis)use of military courts, commissions, and immigration tribunals; judicial and institutional
developed and emerging rule of law norms on terrorism; non-judicial oversight by means of
democratic accountability; and the identification and analysis of best practices, including interregional judicial and other forms of cooperation, and developed practices for the handling and
use of sensitive information. Drawing together an impressive spectrum of legal and non-legal,
national and institutional, practitioner, policy, and academic expertise, this book is an essential
and comprehensive reference work on counter-terrorism policy, practice, and law-making.
'Law Books in Action: Essays on the Anglo-American Legal Treatise' explores the history of the
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legal treatise in the common law world. Rather than looking at treatises as shortcuts from 'law
in books' to 'law in action', the essays in this collection ask what treatises can tell us about
what troubled legal professionals at a given time, what motivated them to write what they did,
and what they hoped to achieve. This book, then, is the first study of the legal treatise as a 'law
book in action', an active text produced by individuals with ideas about what they wanted the
law to be, not a mere stepping-stone to codes and other forms of legal writing, but a
multifaceted genre of legal literature in its own right, practical and fanciful, dogmatic and
ornamental in turn. This book will be of interest to legal scholars, lawyers and judges, as well
as to anyone else with a scholarly interest in law in general, and legal history in particular.
The Oxford Handbook of International Human Rights LawOUP Oxford
This lively text by leading medical anthropologist Elisa Sobo offers a unique, holistic approach
to human diversity and rises to the challenge of truly integrating biology and culture. The
inviting writing style and fascinating examples make important ideas from complexity theory
and epigenetics accessible to students. In this second edition the material has been updated to
reflect changes in both the scientific and socio-cultural landscape, for example in relation to
topics such as the microbiome and transgender. Readers learn to conceptualize human
biology and culture concurrently—as an adaptive biocultural capacity that has helped to produce
the rich range of human diversity seen today. With clearly structured topics, an extensive
glossary and suggestions for further reading, this text makes a complex, interdisciplinary topic
a joy to teach
Over the past two decades, legal thought and practice in Latin America have changed
dramatically: new constitutions or constitutional reforms have consolidated democratic rule,
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fundamental innovations have been introduced in state institutions, social movements have
turned to law to advance their causes, and processes of globalization have had profound
effects on legal norms and practices. Law and Society in Latin America: A New Map offers the
first systematic assessment by leading Latin American socio-legal scholars of the momentous
transformations in the region. Through an interdisciplinary and comparative lens, contributors
analyze the central advances and dilemmas of contemporary Latin American law. Among them
are pioneering jurisprudence and legal mobilization for the fulfillment of socioeconomic rights in
a highly unequal region, the rise of multicultural constitutionalism and legal struggles around
identity politics, the globalization of legal education and practice, tensions between
developmental policies and environmental justice, and the emergence of a regional human
rights system. These and other processes have not only radically altered the institutional
landscape of the region, but also produced academic and practical innovations that are of
global interest and defy conventional accounts of Latin American law inherited from law-anddevelopment studies. Painting a portrait of the new Latin American legal thought for an
international audience, Law and Society in Latin America: A New Map will be of particular
interest to students of comparative law, legal mobilization, and Latin American politics.
Freedom House's annual press freedom survey, now covering 194 countries and territories,
has tracked trends in media freedom worldwide since 1980. Featuring a new overview of the
state of press freedom from senior researcher and editor Karin Deutsch Karlekar, Freedom of
the Press 2005 provides comparative rankings and examines the legal environment for the
media, political pressures that influence reporting, and economic factors that affect access to
information. The survey is the most authoritative assessment of media freedom around the
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world. Its findings are widely utilized by policy makers, scholars, press freedom advocates,
journalists, and international institutions.
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